


David Archer
Note
Arrehnius is aware of band-saturation







David Archer
Note
In fact this is not absurd; a ray can be strengthened by passing through the gas, if the gas is warmer than the original source of the IR.  Arrhenius seems to miss this here, but gets it right in the climate calculations later.

David Archer
Note
A bolometer, in vented by Langley, shines a beam of light on one side of a thermocouple, measuring the resistance using a wheatstone bridge and a galvanometers.  



David Archer
Note
For the conversion of diffraction angles to wavelenths, we find the following touchstones in the text:angle        wavelength40 deg      1 micron39.75       1.439.5         1.8339.25       2.6439            4.338.45       5.638.3         7.1but then we see numbers like39.15       8.739.08       9.5maybe these are both typos, intended to be 38 rather than 39.    





David Archer
Note
The absorption coefficients Arrhenius calculated are based on an assumption that the IR decrease is linear with intervening greenhouse inventory.  The extrapolation of the IR intensity following much larger changes in gas inventory assumes Beer's law, the exponential decrease in intensity with increasing intervening gas inventory.  As previously noted, Arrhenius is neglecting the potential emission of IR by the air at this point in the paper.  







David Archer
Note
badda-bing!  here's the ice-albedo feedback

David Archer
Note
K here is all the constants.  beta is the absorption of the atmosphere, fn(CO2).  nu is 1-albedo.  

David Archer
Note
Here Arrhenius seems to understand that the air radiates IR as well as absorbing it.  



David Archer
Note
Arrhenius states that the radiative forcing goes as ln(CO2), which turns out to be true, but it's not clear how he knew this.  

David Archer
Note
Arrhenius points out the importance of the lapse rate to the strength of the greenhouse effect.  



David Archer
Note
80% of outgoing IR is absorbed in the atmosphere?  What planet is Arrhenius from?



David Archer
Note
here's the water vapor feedback





David Archer
Note
DT2x = ~6 C



David Archer
Note
Arrhenius estimates that it would take an increase in CO2 by 2-3 times to reach a hothouse climate, and sink to 150-170 ppm to get the last glacial climate.  The glacial pCO2 has since been measured in ice cores to be 180 - 200 ppm, very close to Arrhenius' prediction.  Arrhenius' climate sensitivity was close to the 5 °C that Hansen predicts for slow climate transition such has the glacial cycles, in which changes in the ice sheets with their albedo forcing are considered a response to changing CO2 concentration.  His estimate of the temperature difference between glacial and interglacial is also presciently close to our estimates based on tracers such as Mg/Ca and oxygen isotopes in CaCO3 shells in ocean sediments.  Therefore his estimate of the glacial pCO2 is not far off.     



David Archer
Note
Arrhenius recognized the possibility of an anthropogenic change to atmospheric CO2, but says it would take 1000 yr to double atmospheric concentration.  His estimate of the global release rate was about 0.5 Petagrams of carbon per year (PgG C/yr), similar to the estimate that carbon cycle modelers use for 1890 of about 0.3 Pg/yr.  Arrhenius neglects deforestation as a net source of carbon, considering only coal combustion.   










